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discrimination reduces lhe monopolist's COSI (conlrary to Weisman's assumption that
discrirnination is costly), a regulated monopolist will always have an incentive to discriminate against its affiliate's rivais. Thus, lhe question ofwhether the prohibition is warranted
cannot be resolved on lhe basis of theoretical analysis, bUI only by examining empirical
magnitudes, Specifically, regulators require knowledge of empirical magnitudes to determine both whether discriminatory incentives exist, and if they do, whelher the gain frorn
eliminating potential discriminatory incentives exceeds the loss from preventing RBOCs
from ofTering long-distance telephone service (e.g., preventing their achieving economies
ofscope).
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I. Introduction
One of the central issues in the current debate regarding telecommunication regulation is
whether allowing local phone companies to enter long-distance phone service (and other
vertically-related, unregulated businesses) will lead local phone companies to discriminate
against firms that compete in these vertically-related rnarkets using local phone service as
an input, The logic in the 1984 AT &T divestiture, and in some economic literature (see e.g.,
Ordover, Sykes, and Willig (1985,1 15-130) and Brennan (1987,61-87» suggests that such
discrimination is to be expected, In a recent article, however, Weisman (1995, 249-66)
claims to show that a monopolist subject to price-cap regulation has no incentive to
intentionally increase the costs of rivais to its vertically-related affiliate.
IfWeisman's results were correct, then they strongly suggest that the current prohibition
against the regional Bell operating cornpanies (RBOCs) entering the long-distance telephone
market is unwarranted.
In this comrnent, 1 show that this result does not follow From
Weisman's model. lnstead, even under Weisman 's assumptions, there may be an incentive
for integrated firms to adversely affect rivais' costs. This incentive depends on factors such
as the degree of substitution between the affiliate and the rival, the severity of price-cap
constraints, and the cost of discriminating.
In addition, under the plausible assumption that
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Weisman (1995, 249-66) presents a general framework for analyzing several regulatory
issues related to telephone service. One of the issues he addresses is whether the regulated
local phone service monopolíst, which sells "access" to downstream finns (Iong-distance
phone companies), has an incentive to disadvantage its downstream affiliate's rivais. The
model used in his paper is a stylized version of how the telephone industry might appear
should the RBOCs be permitted to enter the long-distance market. The assumed production
technology requires the long-distance phone companies to use local access to produce a
long-distance call, so that the rivais' costs include not only their costs of producing the
long-distance component of a cal I, but also lhe price they pay for access to the local network.
The integrated finn maximizes its profit from its two lines of'business, subject to lhe rivais'
acting in their own self interests, and subject 10 a regulatory constraint at the upstrearn leveI.
Specifically, ifit has a single long-distance rival, then lhe integrated firm solves the following
problem (equations 7-9 in Weisman):
"i= QI(PI'p2)

Maximize
p\'P2'p .•.

s

PI - cl(QI)

+ r[J.lSAQ2(PI'p2) (PA

- kA)

- kõ]

(I)

subject 10 two constraints;

~s~
P2 =argmax1t2 =Q2(PI,P'2) [P'2-J.I(sA(1 +o)PA+(I-sA)PC)]-c2(Q2)'

m
(3)

1",

is the integrated firrn's price for long-distance service, P'2 is its rival's price, and PA is
the price the integrated firm charges for access. Equation (2) reflects price-cap regulation
of access charges. In addition to the price cap, the integrated firrn may have to remit some
of its access charge profits; r(> O) is the percentage of profits it is permitted to retain.
Downstream demand, Qi, for firm i is a function of the two downstream prices, with

PI

ÔQi1ôPi < O and ôQi1dPj > O (i ••j). The constant unit cost of providing access is kA, while
CI is the downstream affiliate's costs (including the cost ofaccess), and C2 is the rival's costs
(other than the cost ofaccess), where ilc;ldQi > O and ô2Cilô0 > O for both firms. SA is lhe
regulated firm's share ofdownstream access sales (which may be less than 1 ifthe regulated
firrn is forced to sell some capacity 10 resellers). 1f SA < I, then another relevant price is lhe
price resellers charge for access, which is denoted Pc. J.I is the average units ofaccess
long-distance call? Equation (3) reflects the rival's incentive compatibility constraint.
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Ã.must be negative for an interior solution to exist for the integrated firm's choice of P2.4

Discrimination is modeled as a reduction in lhe quality of servicc that cffectively increases
lhe price of access. The rival's true cost of the access provided by the integrated firm is
(I +O)PA, where
is the intentional reduction in quality (or sabotage) caused by the

That is, Weisman's conclusion that Ã.< O depends on the sum ofthese two terms being
negative for r and SA sufticiently close to 15 However, as shown below, even if r and SA

monopolist at a total cost of k3, which is assumed to be positive, with iJk3/iJo > O.

were both equal to I, Ã.> Oisconsistent

o

The integrated firm's maximization can be written as the following LaGrangian:

L = QI(PI' P2)PI - cl(QI) + r[sAQ2(PI, P2) (PA

'~~(

+1iJP2

P2-(SA(I+O)PA+(I-SA)PC)-iJQ2

-

kA)

-

kiJ

~)]

(4)

+Q2 +y(PA-P
- A)·

'smodel.

of the first two terms, and hence À., will be positive.

Conversely,

if access price is

unregulated, then Ã.would be negative, and there would be no incentive to discrimina te. 6

Theterm in bracketsfollowingÃ. is the rival's first-order condition with respect to its price.
Weisman's conclusion is that the optimal delta is zero for SA and rsufticiently large (Result
5, at 257)] To demonstrare this, he takes the derivative of L in equation (4) with respect to

o.
iJL
iJk3
iJo =-raõ-ÀPASA

0 Weisman

with theassumptions

To see why Ã.might be positive, consider how changes in PA affect the second term on
the right-hand side of equauon (6). Specifically, as regulation becomes increasingly stringent (i.e., in the limit as PA approaches kA), the second term approaches zero, so that the sum

iJQ2
iJP2 .

(5)

A second factor influencing the sign of Ã.is the degree of substitution between the two
downstream firms. Given a margin on access sales which is positive, but below lhe
profit-maximizing levei, the sum ofthe first two terms on the right-hand side of(6) is more
likely to be positive if the two products are close substitutes (i.e., as liJQI/iJP211IiJQ2/iJP21
approaches I).
By considering À's economic interpretation, one can gain a perspective on why its sign
is ambiguous.

The term in the square brackets pre-multiplied

by Ã.in equation (4) is the

rival's incentive compatibility constraint, SO that Ã.represents the derivative of L with respect
to the constraint; e.g., how would L change ifthe rival's demand shified so that Q2 rose at

Profit rnaximization requires this expression to be less than orequal to zero. Ifit is strictly
negative for ali o, then the optimal O is zero (i.e., discrimination is never profitable). To sign
this derivative, Weisman takes the derivative of L with respeet to P2, which he claims

ali P2? Altematively,

demonstrates

rival's marginal cost. Since iJQ2/iJP2 < 0, then for Ã.< 0, the integrated firm is worse off

Ã.< O. If Ã.is indeed negative, then expression (5) (Weisman 's equation A8,

with Il = I) is negative for ali values of Ô. The integrated firm 's first-order condition with
respect to P2 is

iJL dQI (
iJcl )
iJQ2
a;;=i)P
PI-aQ
+r:sAi)P(PA-kA)
2
2
I
2
2Q
+Ã.iJ
---:::22 ( P2-(sil+o)PA+(I-SA)Pcl-:;-[ iirz

2
êJc2) +-iJQ2 ( 2--::;2
iJ e2]

aQ2

ap2

Ol!2

(6)

=0.

The term in square brackets following Ã.is the seeond derivative offirm 2's profit with
respect to its price, which must be negative at firm 2's profit-maximizing price. Ifan interior
solution exists, it follows that Ã.has the same sign as the sum of the first two terms on the
right-hand side of(6). The first term on the right-hand side of(6) is positive, while the second
is negative. ln order to allow him to sign À., Weisman (at 264) seems to conclude that the
sum of these two terms must be negative for r and SA sufticiently close to I, and hence that

Without [055 of generaliry.u can be assumed
equal 10 I if'one rescales PA, Pc, and kA apprcprietely.
In
whnt follows, I assume 11 - I.
In a recent correspondence,
weisman
claims that Resuh 5 is meant 10 be viewed under lhe assumpticn
that lhe integrated
firm's "objective is to reduce. rather than raise long-distance prices." However.fhis
phmse is neither given an algebreic formefization in the paper. nor is it used in the statement or proof of
Result S. In any evento 1 derive lhe necessary and sufficient conditions for Result 5 10 hold in this
Comment.

- Ã.iJQ2/iJP2 is the change in L from an exogenous increase in the

with a higher cost rival. Hence, Ã.< O implies that the rival is, on net, a complement for the

°

integrated firm, and Ã.> means that the rival is a net substitute for the integrated firmo One
way to think about why the rival may be eitherorcomplement
or a substitute is that the rival
is a complement for the upstream portion of the integrated firm, and a substitute for the
downstream portion. The net ofthese two effects determines the sign ofÃ.. When price-cap
regulation is stringent, the complementary effect is small, since the profit eamed on access
sales to the rival is small, and Ã.may be positive.
Conversely, when liJQI/iJP21 is small
relative to liJQ2/iJP21, the two downstream firms are weak substitutes, and the reduction in
the aftiliate's profits from a sal e by the rival is small. In this case, the rival is more likely to

weisman's
implicit assumption
that an interior solutícn
10 (6) exists is not innocuous. Economides
(1997) modele similar discrimination issues as weisman,
but instead assumes lhe two long-distance
providers
produce
homogenous
products, and both have constam marginal cosr. Under these essurnptions.
there would nOI be an interior solution
10 equation (6).
After showing the Jack ofan incentive to discriminare
when r and SA are sufficiently close 10 I. Weisman
then enalyzes
lhe incentives when ,. and SA are nOI sufficiently
close to I. The analysis in this comment
assumes that ,. and SA are both equal 10 1, and shows that even in this case, discrimination
may be
profiteble.

To see this formally. one can take the derivative of(4) with respect 10 PA. nnd note lha! if the price-cap
was not binding on PA. then Y'" O and À" rQ2/(1 + 5) (dQVcJP2)] < o. The intuition is lha! lhe integrated
rnonopolist can increase the rival's COSieither by raising lhe access price or discriminating.
As long as lhe
monopolist can increase lhe access price. it is never profitable to discriminete. since ruising this price has
lhe some effect on dcwnstream
competition
as increasing
delta, but has lhe additional benefit of
mcreasing
upstream
profits.
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be a complement for the integrated firm as a whole, and discrimination reduces the
integration firm's profit.
Since one cannol in general sign Â.,one cannol dismiss the concem that the regulated firm
will discriminate againsl its affiliate's rival. ln particular, (5) implies that ifÂ. is positive and
if r(dk/i/dÕ) is sufficiently small, then lhe monopolist will discriminate.
if Â.is positive, the monopolist will not discriminate if r(dkolaõ)

Aftematively, even

is sufficiently large. This

too is intuitive; discrimination is more likely when it is not very costly 10 implement.
To summarize, my analysis shows that lhe incentive to discriminate in Weisman 's model
depends in an intuitive way on the degree of substitution between the downstream affiliate
and its rival, on lhe slringencyofregulation,
andon the cost ofdiscriminating. Given binding
regulation, if one assumes that lhe downstream firms are close substitutes and that discrimination is not very costly, then discrimination may well be profitable. Indeed, Economides
(1997) shows that ifthe downstream firms' products are perfect substitutes for one another,
if discrimination
is costless, and if regulation forces lhe upstream firm 10 sell 10 lhe affiliate
and its rival(s) at a common price, then discrimination will always be profitable.
Since alternative assumptions regarding empirical magnitudes lead 10 dilferenl conclusion
about discriminalory incenlives, delermining whether discrimination is likely in a particular
circumstance requires some knowledge of these magnitudes. With regard to the degree of
substitution between downstream products, there is some recent empirical work estimating
own and cross-price elasticities for long-distance phone service, the downstrearn industry
modeled by Weisman. Ward (1995) estimates that lhe own-price elasticity facing A T &T
during the post-divestiture period averaged about -10.5, while lhe cross-price elasticity with
respect to the weighted-average price ofrivallong-distance
companies averaged about 9.5.
Using a dilferent rnethodology, Kahai, Kaserman, and Mayo (1996, 499-517) derive similar
elasticity estimates. These estimates suggest that long-distance companies did produce close
substitutes for one another. Empirical work by Hartman and Naqvi (1994, 197-220) suggests
that AT &T's and its rivais' services became better substitutes over lime as equal access ("1+
dialing") was implemented nationally. This result implies thal, other things equal, potential
discrimination by RBOCs may be of greater concem than discrimination by AT &T during
the period before lhe AT &T divestiture. Conversely, to the extent thal price regulalion is
now less stringent than in the pre-divestiture period, discrimination by RBOCs may be less
ofaconcem.

3. A General Model of Access Quality Determination
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might conjecture that one feature of local access is prompt, reliable interconnection service
provided by the local phone company. Prompt, reliable service is more costly to provi de
than poor service. If discrimination consists ofreducing service quality, then it is plausible
thal a decrease in quality actually reduces the local phone company's costs. The implications
ofthis change are two-fold. First,looking again at equation (5), ifdkoldõ is negative, then
lhe integrated firm might discriminate even ifÂ. < O.
Moreimportantly,thisreconsiderationofdko/dÕ

provision, and K;(Tf;, Qi) be the cost of producing Q; units of local access of quality Tfi. As
in section 2, I assume the marginal cost of supplying units of any given access quality is
constant, so that K;(Tf;, Qi) = Q;k;(Tf;}. However, quality provision is costly, and the cost of
additional quality is greater at higher levels of quality-()k;ldTfi
Then the integrated monopolist's

may be true that dk/i/dÕ is negative, in contrast to Weisman's assumption.

+

JdQ2
1
dP
2

(

P2 - PA

-

SA

+ r[Q2(Pp

dC2(Tf2»)]-----aQ;
+ Q2

> O, d2k;ldT)J > O (i

=

1,2).

= I to simplifying lhe notation)
P2) (PA - ~(Tf2)))
(7)

+ y(PA - PA} .

Here CI is the affiliated long-distance carrier's downstream cosi, and c2 is the rivallong-dislance firm's downslream cost.7 Since I wish to determine whether the affiliate and its rival
would obtain the same quality of service, other things equal, I assume the two firms'
downstream costs are identical and are identically alfected by access quality. Downstream
firm i's costs are decreasing in Tf;;dc;ldTf; < O. I make the specific assumption that increases
in Tf; induce parallel

For example, one

LaGrangian is (setting

L = QI(PP P2}PI - cl(QI' Tfl) -kl(TfI)QI

downward

dc;ldTf; = Q;d(dC;/dQ;)/dT)i'
Section 2 demonstraled that even under Weisman's assumptions, one cannot conclude that
an integrated regulated monopolist will not discriminate. An incentive 10 discriminate may
exist ifthe rival is a net substitute for the integrated firm, and the cost of discrimination is
not too high. In section 2, I discussed two factors that influence whether the rival is a net
substitute, and reviewed some empiricallilerature relevant 10 one of these factors. In this
section, I reexamine the importance ofWeisman 's assumption regarding the cost of discrimination. Recall that in Weisrnan's model, discrimination, as embodied in 0, represents the
amount of (costly 10 produce) "sabotage" chosen by lhe integraled firm. As discussed in
section 2, discrimination is less likely as dkoldõ rises. As an empirical matter, however, it

also suggests re-examining the defi-

nition of discrimination.
Discrimination involves a difference between altemative levels af
quality. The implicit definition of discrimination used in section 2 is a reduction in quality
relative to lhe (exogenously determined) access quality provided to the affiliate, Ifit is costly
to decrease lhe rival's quality, then this is a useful definition.
If the reverse is true and
quality is a costly-to-produce attribute, then discriminalion is more appropriately defined as
the dilference between the qualities ofaccess supplied to the affiliate and to the rival ifthey
were otherwise identical.
To address the question of how integration affects quality, I modify the model in section
2 by allowing access quality to be costly to produce. Let Tf;be the quality of local access

shifts in the downstream

firms'

To determine the profit-maximizing

marginal

cost: i.e.,

levei of access quality

provided to the affiliate, consider the derivative of equation (7) with respect to Tfl.

et.

-=-QI---'
d111

dkl

dCI

d111

dTfI

(8)

Note that this interpretation of CI is different from the interpretation in section 2. The chnnge is mede to
the altemarive interpretetion of discrimination.

accommodate
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Recall that ~
= QI ~.
Substituting into equation (8), lhe quality that maximizes lhe
dT]1
dQldll1
integrated firm's profit is determined by
dkl

a,;-;-=-

d2cI
(8')

dQldT] I

This condition is not surprising. 111is chosen 10 minimize lhe total COSiof producing
long-dislance service for lhe affiliate. COSIminirnization occurs where lhe marginal COSiof
increasing access quality equals lhe marginal benefit, which here is lhe resultam reduction
in downstream costs. However, '12 solves a difTerent first-order condition;
d~ -À dQ2~SO.
- rQ2 ilrh
dP2 dQ2dT]2

(9)

As in section 2, the incentive 10 supply access quality depends on lhe integrated finn 's
ability to choose access price. To see this, I take lhe derivative of(7) with respect to PA,
and solving for the profit-maximizing

access price yields À=,

Q
r ;
OQ2/0P2

-,

y/, . Ifthe
OQ2 OP2

price cap is not binding, then y= O, and substituting into equation (9)
dk2
d2C2
Q2 il1h = - Q2 dQ2dll2

.

2

(li)

is increasing in 11, the solution 10 equation (11) necessarily

involves lower quality access than lhe solution to equation (8'). In fact, y may be so large
thatÀ is positive, in which case lhe lell hand sideof(9) is negative at112 = O, and the integrated
firm will supply "zero" quality, or more praclically, the minimum quality allowed by
regulalors.
This diseussion suggests that allowing regulated firms to enter vertically-related businesses will result il1 discrimillatory incentives in some industries.
Even in industries in
One can also show lho! ir lhe local eccess provider was unintegrated, ir would provide equal-quality
eccess to otberwise identicallong-distance providers. However, tbe access quality provided in this case
be lower than lhe qunlity provided to lhe efflliate in lhe integrated case as lcng os lhe price-cap was
binding.

would

4. Conclusion
Weisman's model provides a useful way 10 think about discriminalory incentives. As shown
above, it reveals conditions under which discrimination will not be an issue for a regulalor,
as well as conditions under which it will. However, his conclusion (ai 250) that the RBOCs
have less incentive to discriminate than AT&T did prior to divestiture is not necessarily
correct; in fact, there is some evidence suggesting lhe reverse is true. The incentive to
discriminale may exist if'there is binding regulation on local access prices, lhe rival's produet
is a close substitute for lhe atfiliate's producI and reduclions in quality are not very costly.
These conditions appeared to apply 10 the telephone industry during the period before
divestiture, and while there has been changes in lhe magnitude of these effects, there is no
evidence suggesting that, on net, discrimination is now less likely.
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